
KARMA

ANTI-HERO

This song is the superior song on this
album. if you know why, then you know. If
you don't, you don't. 

This song has the best message off of any song
on the album, and shas a great beat. This is why

it ranked so high for me.

VIGILANTE S***

MIDNIGHT RAIN

This song is incredibly BADA** and I am so
here for this version of Taylor. It shows
that shes over the haters.  

This song has grown on me. I originally ranked it  
lower, but the sound and meaning behind this

song gained it it's spot. 

LAVENDER HAZE

MAROON

The message behind this song is very
admirable for Taylor to have written, and
it sounds great.  

I absolutely love this song. It is perfection. The
only reason I didn't rank it higher is because I

have to be in the right mood to listen to it.  

RANKING TAYLOR
SWIFT'S MIDNIGHTS
ALBBUM
(10 days after listening)



LABYRINTH

MASTERMIND

I really like this song. I think it is very deep
and emotional. It did go down a few spots
because other songs grew on me more. 

I think that this song is almost humorous. when
listening to the song, it really tells aa story, but

the sound is not my  favorite  off the album.

YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN KID

QUESTION...?

I love the message behind this song, but it
ranks lower because it makes me sad
somethimes. 

My favorite part of this song is when the crowd
cheers. I like the chorus, but it isn't my favorite

off the album 

SNOW ON THE BEACH FT. LANA DEL
REY

SWEET NOTHING

I love the line in this song that says "weird
but f***ing beautiful," but I don't love the
lyrics as much as other songs.  

Don't get me wrong, I still love this song, but it
ranked lowest due to the fact that it didn't "pop"

out at me when I first listened to the album. 

BEJEWELED 
I ranked this higher than I orginally did because I

loved the music video for this song, as well as
the sound effects.


